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TOPICS INCLUDED IN DAILY PRACTICE UPDATE (n = 5)
Lab Add On Test
Select LAB - Add On Test when a recent specimen has been collected and additional lab orders are required
on the same specimen.

Check Results Review to review Tests Added and tests not completed (Tests Not Added) to determine which
tests may require an additional lab order and specific collection.

CST Help Topic - also see Updated Lab - Add on Test
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Therapeutic Drug
Monitoring (TDM)
Draw Orders

To place a TDM Draw Instructions order to task the Nurse to place the relevant Drug Level lab order at the
appropriate time and collect bloodwork for the test.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Click the Quick Orders in the Patient Chart
Click + New Order Entry
In the Add Order window, select the appropriate TDM Draw Instructions order sentence (e.g.,
gentamicin Trough Draw Instructions) and click Done.
Complete the following fields in the order details:
The Frequency field is defaulted to Once. Select another frequency (e.g., q daily) if required and
click the Ellipsis
icon to indicate the scheduled time for the nursing task reminder
Navigate to Orders page and select Communicate Orders to confirm TDM draw instructions order
status as ordered.

Detailed instructions in CST Cerner Help
Discharge
Documentation Patient Discharge
Handout and
Discharge Medication
List

Use Patient Discharge Handout or Patient Discharge Medication List to provide education information,
follow up instructions and a medication list at discharge.

Available documents hyperlinked under the Create Note section
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CST Cerner Help Topic
Patient Transfer
Orders

Outpatient Lab Orders

When you are on the receiving service and agree to accept a patient during an intra-facility transfer (e.g.,
PICU to CTU), ensure you place a Communication order to accept the patient transfer. This can be done any
time prior to patient transfer.

For more information see CST Cerner Help: Transfer - Internal Transfer Process (Provider)
Ordering laboratory tests in future state gives Providers the ability to place one-time and recurring lab
orders on a future visit. This generates a requisition to be given to the patient/family that they can bring to
an external lab (e.g. LifeLabs) or a CST Cerner hospital lab.
For this process to work efficiently, Providers (and Nurses) should not initiate the PowerPlans. They should
remain in a planned state, to avoid unnecessary callbacks from the lab asking the clinic provider to
discontinue and re-order the future lab orders.
If the patient presents to a CST Cerner hospital lab, the Lab will activate the orders once the patient is at
the Lab.
For additional information, see:
CST Help Topic: PowerPlans in Planned Status
CST Help Topic: Order Laboratory Tests in the Future
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